
WRITING DESK



Gather Your Eggs...

Base Desk Parts

20x Long Bolts

4x Washers

Left Leg

Back

Lower Shelf

Desk Top

Right Leg

Note: Please retain all boxes until you are certain that your product isn’t damaged and that you  
do not wish to return it. Disposal of boxes may prevent/delay our ability to resolve your request.

Drill + Extension 
Hex Bit with Ball End



Step 1: Attach the Legs

Place the Desk Top upside 

down on a soft surface to 

protect from scratches. 

Take your first leg and make sure that the pockets of the leg are facing 

towards the center of the desk and the angled part of the leg is facing 

towards the front. 

Slot the top of the leg into the receiving pocket on the the Desk Top 

making sure that the holes align with the leg pockets. 

Next insert a bolt and washer into each of the leg pockets and fasten to 

the top using the provided drill and hex bit attachment.   



Step 2: Install Second Leg

Repeat previous instruction 

for the other leg



Step 3: Attach Back Panel

Place the back panel down with the 

pockets facing up.

Rotate the desk top onto the back panel 

So that it slots in below the top tabs. 

The pockets on the desk top will align with 

the top row of holes on the back panel. 

The pockets on the back panel will align 

with the hole on the legs.

Insert 6 bolts and fasten 

the desk top and legs to 

the back panel.



Step 4: Attach the Lower Shelf

Step 5: Turn Desk Upright

This completes the assembly of 

the base desk. The next section 

will discuss the attachments

Next take your bottom shelf, with pockets 

facing towards the bottom of the legs, and 

align the pockets with the holes on the back 

panel and the legs. Insert bolts (4 for the 

back panel, 3 for each leg) in the pockets 

and fasten the shelf into place. 



DONE!


